MICHAEL GLANTZ
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF GOVERNMENT & LAW

WILL DISCUSS
PORTUGAL IN AFRICA: REVOLUTION IN GUINEA

ON WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31,
AT 8:00 P.M.,
(CO-SPONSORED BY KIRBY GOVT.
AND LAW SOCIETY AND ALPHA
CHI RHO FRATERNITY

TO BE HELD AT ALPHA CHI
RHO FRATERNITY

OPEN TO THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY
Causes of War:
1. Human
2. State
3. Int'l Setting

Idea of LN based on collective security
B. P. failed, world gov't no good to C.S.

C.S. — assumptions
- Nat'l sovereignty was supreme.
- Peace indissoluble.
- Everyone interested in peace.
- One for all.
- Preserve peace; promote int'l cooperation.

Wartime Peace plans:

Questions →
1. Should organ. be superstate or confederation?
2. Should Enemy States be included? When?
3. Sanctions
4. Who should oversee membership?

Setting of LN:

— No military arm.
  Nat'l policy override state policy
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